In the early sixties, aviation headsets were so heavy that they were literally a pain in the neck for pilots. For Plantronics, this was an opportunity to create lightweight headsets that revolutionized the industry. For more than 40 years, the MS50, with its superior design, has been a standard in aviation headsets.

Over the years, variations of the MS50 have been used for many other applications, including the first words from the moon, “That’s one small step for man, one giant leap for mankind.” Following Plantronics commitment to innovation, the MS50 has been joined by three additional lightweight headsets: the MS200, MS250 and MS260 — creating a superior line of aviation headsets.

From aerospace to aviation: a heritage of communication

“...found it to be lightweight and comfortable. The audio reception was the best I have ever had in my 26 years of flying. ATC was asked many times on the quality of transmissions and most responses were excellent — one ATC controller said the audio was ‘damn-near perfect.’”

— Rick Perry, A320 Captain

MS Series Headsets

Trusted by pilots for more than 40 years. As a leading manufacturer of lightweight headsets, we strive to set the highest standards of quality and design. We use premium components in our speakers and noise-canceling microphones to provide the clearest conversations between pilot and air traffic control.

But there's more to a Plantronics headset than superior sound quality. We design every headset to be as lightweight and as comfortable as possible for all-day use. Every part, as well as the cushion system, are also provided under the new headsets (MS200, monaural single-ear headset headbands or MP1160) and flush-clip ear cushion headsets (MS260). Detailed product specs are provided inside this brochure.

To learn more about our headsets, visit plantronics.com/aviation.
The clear choice in lightweight commercial aviation headsets

When communication is critical, you can rely on a Plantronics headset. Rest assured our FAA-certified noise-canceling microphones enable clear, uninterrupted communication between air traffic control and aircraft pilots. Whether you're a professional pilot, a government agent or a commercial pilot, your Plantronics headset offers you the best ergonomic design for maximum comfort and reliability.

To view the MS50 on our website: Click Here
To view the MS200 on our website: Click Here
To view the MS250 on our website: Click Here
To view the MS260 on our website: Click Here

MS50
An Industry Standard

The lightweight Plantronics MS50 commercial aviation headset has been the choice for pilots for over 40 years. MS50 reliability is unparalleled as it continues to serve the needs of current and future generations of pilots.

- Easy-to-use, hands-free communications let you keep your hands on the yoke
- Crisp, clear sound — Plantronics delivers greater clarity for in-flight communications
- Lightweight and comfortable, easy to wear, even for hours at a time
- Acoustic voice tube provides excellent transmission clarity
- FAA approved

MS200
Ultralight Headset

The Plantronics MS200 commercial aviation headset combines a unique lightweight design and advanced technology to deliver the ultimate in comfort and reliability. The noise-canceling microphone enables clear, uninterrupted communication between air traffic control and aircraft pilots.

- Clear voice transmission between commercial pilots and air traffic control
- Hear and be heard with superior audio quality and noise-canceling microphone
- Comfortable enough to wear all day — on long hauls or short hops
- Ultra-lightweight, in-ear design
- Single ear piece facilitates pilot/co-pilot communications
- Conveniently portable and easily stowed due to compact design
- FAA approved

MS250 / MS260
A New Standard

The Plantronics MS250 (monaural) and MS260 (binaural) commercial aviation headsets leverage a proven design to set new standards in comfort and reliability for pilots.

- Clear voice transmission between commercial pilots and air traffic control
- Hear and be heard with superior audio quality and noise-canceling microphone
- Over-the-head design delivers all-day wearing comfort
- Choose from monaural (MS250) or binaural (MS260) designs
- Improved reception through greater noise occlusion (MS260)
- Conveniently portable and easily stowed due to compact design
- FAA approved

Mission-critical communication products

Visit the MS50 on our website: Click Here
Visit the MS200 on our website: Click Here
Visit the MS250 on our website: Click Here
Visit the MS260 on our website: Click Here

When communication is critical, you can rely on a Plantronics headset. Whether you're a government agent, a commercial pilot, an air traffic controller or an emergency responder, Plantronics offers a choice of superior noise-canceling and lightweight headsets for safety in the most challenging environments.
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